
Buying and Selling Homes in 
the New Economy 

 
 
 
 

Learning How to Thrive in a World of 550 FICO’s 



New Model for doing business today? 
Control the BUYER 

Improve buyer’s credit score 



G od news in a difficult market: 

Because so many real estate 
pro’s are not “getting it”, this 
leaves HUGE opportunities for 

you to cash in. 
Understand the credit piece, and 

control the transaction.              
Get  buyers that others pass over.  



What stops most sales dead? 

Buyer’s CREDIT SCORE 



 50% of buyers 
get rejected due 
to credit  

 25% of all 
Americans have 
a credit score 
below 599 
 

ALMOST DOUBLED FROM 2 
YEARS AGO, and growing.  

Why do you need to get involved? 
This affects your income. 



 
26 Million are out of work 

Positioned to join the below 599 club, 
off the market, unable to buy a home for years to 

come. This is why you need a solution now and 
for the future. 

  
 



74%  more people 

can’t qualify for a home 
this year from  just 2 
years ago 
 

Projected 50% increase from this 
number as today’s unemployed take 
hits to their credit. 

 

Total?  Unbelievable 124% increase in 
under 2 ½  years in non-qualifying 
credit scores. 

 

Do you have a plan? 



Offer a solution, not a rejection. 



Take control of your buyers. 

Take control of your 
closings. 



 75% of FICO Score can be 
immediately influenced. 

30% Credit accounts    
 and balances 
 

35%  Payment History 
 
10%  Type of credit 
 
10%   New Credit 
 
15%   Time on account 

 



Higher Score tip: 
30% of score = credit accounts 

Keep Balances LOW! 



70% Removal rate 
 

Great company can get great 
results! 

Clean Slate has an  

80% removal ratio 



 Add 100 word statement to credit report. This will 
hurt the score as prescribed by the credit bureas 

 

 

 

Payment History 
DO NOT: 



 Pay off old accounts!   This updates/refreshes negative 
reportings. 
 

 Close any accounts or pay them down to zero 
 

 Negotiate with creditors, this may further increase collection 
activity and refresh old data. 
 

 Attempt to pass underwriting with any disputes on your report. 
 

 ASK BEFORE OFFERING ANY CREDIT INSTRUCTIONS! 
 

AVOID THESE MISTAKES! 
DO NOT ADVISE: 



New 640 FICO 

602 
FICO 

478 
FICO 

599 
FICO 

Help People, Fill your Pipeline 
Buyers emerge with new scores. 





 



 



 640-or-FREE™ guarantee.                               
good for one year 

 Most clients see 80 to 100 point 
improvements after the 4th month 

 Flat rate cost structure.                                 
 4 payments of $199                                            
 Spouse: $149  

 $99 per mo option available 

Benefits For Customer 



Benefit for Realtor: More Closings! 




